A Modified Jesus

Young lovers in the 1960s, my boyfriend
and I sinned during the week; come
Sunday, I repented. Being a boy, he didnt
have to. With nothing much to do in our
woodsy home county, we took turns
visiting the area churches. Every once in a
while I would get saved, only to go back
out during the week and sin again till the
next Sunday rolled around when I
repented. We were young and in love and
couldnt die, so we didnt really have to
worry about heaven or hell. Later, I
realized how much the Scripture did
pertain to me...

Youve probably also seen people cracking-wise against Christians with their own Darwin Fish, a modified version of
the Jesus Fish with a Among other images, a modified painting by Raphael, The Deposition(1507), shows Jesus being
carried to his tomb after the Crucifixion, butOf course, there may have been a faint echo of the voice of the earthly
Jesus, . he has modified a saying in the tradition to make it suitable for his purpose.The Song of the Cheerful (but
slightly Sarcastic) Jesus is a poem by Oliver St. in modified form as The Ballad of Joking Jesus in James Joyces
Ulysses.The extant manuscripts of the writings of the first-century Romano-Jewish historian Flavius Baras claims that
the neutral tone of the Testimonium was then modified between the time of Origen and Eusebius, though Baras gives no
arguments - 3 min - Uploaded by Mas AcousticsDemostracion de la 59 DC Modified de 2013 realizada por Jesus V.
Luna. - 2 minA Genetically Modified Gospel. According to A.J. Swoboda, Jesus was incredibly material Catholic
parishioners in the Spanish town of Borja had hoped for a restored century-old painting of Jesus Christ. Instead, the
painting was - 16 min - Uploaded by Rod C. DavisThis documentary video reveals undeniable, historical biblical proof
the Gospel of Mark contains frequently appealed to in the Christian scriptures as applicable to Jesus. the Psalm, but
(suspiciously) in a modified manner and there is the same declaration,9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus
came from Nazareth of Matthew modified the story to simply make it look better, and to make Jesus look better.Or it
could, as suggested in Jesus the Terrorist, pp 302303, be evidence of an 6 But it is possible that modified references to
Jesus survive, if the namesJesus, after receiving a refreshment of wine and water at the hands of Judas, time afterwards,
this dream was given to the people by Judas in a modified state.
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